Contributors Resources

1. Introduction to Editing in Confluence
2. Creating a Module Using the Template
3. Adding Content to your Module
4. Completing Your Module

Additional Resources

Thanks so much for your interest in helping us create a tutorial! With SimCafe, we’re all a part of a large team devoted to ‘democratizing’ simulation; helping to get students and professionals more examples and experience with the world of simulation.

SimCafe started in 2009 at Cornell University, and at first included just a few tutorials to help augment existing coursework at Cornell. Now, with over 60 tutorials covering FEA and CFD using ANSYS tools as well as Matlab, SimCafe sees almost 150,000 unique visitors each year, from over 150 different countries! Starting in the Summer of 2016, content from SimCafe will be used in a Massive Open Online Course (or MOOC, for short) that, with a partnering with ANSYS, will offer students and professionals everywhere in the world a chance to learn the basics of FEA and CFD through hands-on learning in the ANSYS.

With your help, we can continue to grow this still very young website and grow it into a central repository for learning and teaching simulation. Thanks again for all of your support, and we look forward to hearing from contributors!
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